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Abstract . Estimates of helicon wave induced radial plasma transport are presented. 
The wave induced transport growths or decreases in dependence on the sign of the 
azimuthal wave number; these changes in transport may be important for helicon 
wave plasma sources. 

1 Introduction 

The purpose of this contribution is to estimate helicon wave induced radial transport 
of plasma. The possibility of influencing the radial transport by radio frequency (RF) 
waves has been suggested by Klíma (1980); this idea has been further developed 
for a cylindrical two fluids plasma model by Klíma and Petržilka (1980). Radio 
frequency flux control has been studied also by Inoue and Itoh (19S0) and Fukuyama 
ct al. (1982). An enhanced transport associated with the high power lower hybrid 
heating has been found by Sperling (1978), while specifically toroidal effects have 
been accounted for by Antonsen and Yoshioka (1986). The transport influenced by 
RF field has been found in experiments by Demirkhanov et al. (1981) and Kauschke 
(1992). Wc use two fluids magnetohydrodynamic equations and consider here a 
cylindrical model of plasma (Pctižílka, 1993), which allows to obtain analytical 
expressions for ponderomotive forces and to elucidate the role of the poloidal mag-
netostatic field and of the wave polarization on the íadial plasma transport. This 
theory is used for obtaining estimates of helicon wave induced radial plasma trans-
poit. The results aic íelcvant for helicon wave plasma sources and also in other 
cases when helicom waces are excited (Chen, 1991 and 1992; Loewenhardt et al., 
1991; Boswell, 1984). 

2 Wave Induced Radial Transport Velocity 

Wc assume the presence of a quasisteady field Eu) B„ and an HF field E, B. 
Plasma consists of single charge ions, elections and possibly neutial particles. Time 
aveiagcd (over 1IF oscillations) distribution functions of charged pai tides, but not 
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necessarily their derivatives with respect to particle velocities, do not differ strongly 
from Maxwellian distributions. The energy of the oscillating motion of particles 
is much less than their thermal energy. The frequency of Coulomb collisions of 
electrons with ions is much less than the electron cyclotron frequency. Ionization 
mid recombination processes do not effect the oscillating motions. Under these 
assumptions, the quasisteady plasma state is governed by time averaged hydro-
dynamic equations, which were derived from the averaged kinetic equation (Klíma, 
19S0). These equations have been used for a study of effects of 1IF fields on diffusion 
and convection in a plasma column by Klíma and Petržilka (19S0) assuming that 
all time averaged quantities are constant along the z- axis which coincides with 
the plasma column axis, magnetic surfaces of the magnetostatic field arc concentric 
cylinders, values of the electron and ion temperature and plasma density do not 
depend strongly on the poloidal angle; these assumptions are used also in this paper. 
Then, the radial component of the time averaged plasma mass velocity V is given by 
the following equation, where all quantities are averaged over the magnetic surface 
(cq. (5. 2) of Klíma and Petržilka (19S0)) 

B0 eB0n0 

Во: Boo 
Г1 *0 7r*iz + 

Зп0 дТЛ ví др 

вп В0 2шс.те дг В\Ьт (1) 

We use cylindrical coordinates r, 0, z, the symbol of averaging over the magnetic 
surface is ommitted, B0 is the magnetostatic field, n0 the time averaged plasma 
density, F,-(e) is the force acting on ions (electrons) given by the RF field, by 
collisional friction with neutral particles and by ionisation and recombination (see 
eq. (2. 5) of (Klíma and Petržilka, 19S0)), uCe{i) > 0 is the electron (ion) cyclotron 
frequency, i/e(,j = т~,\ is the electron (ion) collision frequency, • Tc is the electron 
temperature, r)X(\\) is the perpendicular (parallel) resistivity and p is the plasma 
pressure. Alternatively, also the coordinate system with unit vectors e r ,e 4 = 
ец x ег,ец = В 0 /Д, will be used. 

As we study a stationary state, the forces F; and Fe fulfill the following equation 

Д|| - e,|.(V.Hf) = ец.(УЛГ) - Fe\b (2) 

where 
%Z = b+monalJ0lJen (3) 

a = e,?, the superscript T means total, fe is essentially the thermal pressme tensor, 
??0Ua is the time aveiaged particle flux density. 

The ponderomotive forces FfLw which are parts of the forces F,(e), are given by 
the equation (3. 5) and (3. 6) of (Klíma and Petižílka, 1980), 

C - = E - ^ ( r , m , L ) - ^ e li[^4E^^ 
F°,o = E^Mr,m,k:)--- ~ Re 

totfc 
(4) 

(5) 
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where a = г',е, symbols denoting averaging over the polar angle 0 are omitted, AQ 
is the RF power density absorbed by the given particle sort from the m,ks mode, 
u>pa is the Langmuir frequency, jai{ arc the oscillating currents and E{ denotes the 
oscillating electric field of the wave. 

In the following, we will consider the case of the wave propagation governed by 
the cold plasma dielectric tensor сц. (Ginzburg, 1960); we assume that the electron-
ion collision frequency t/ is much smaller than the wave angular frequency u>. Landau 
damping is represented by an effective collision frequency VLD (Chen, 1991). When 
\vc express the oscillating currents in terms of the electric field of the wave, we obtain 

<; = £ £ л , ( г , m , k:) - 1 д е [ 1 | - ( - г | £ ( < г Д г Д ; + <xErE'x + a°xExE'x) 

^^(а^ЕгЩ+а^ЕьЩ))], (6) 

. Ко =T,^Mr,m,kz) - ^Re[~(r^(aa
rrErE; + a?xETE'x + а ^ Я " ) 

+г*^{а%ЕгЩ + а°11ЕхЩ))], (7) 

where for the force acting on electrons we have 

«rr = 2^Í2 e( e)> 

Ш OJ 

Small terms proportional to me/m{ are neglected. For the force acting on ions, 

<r = £J*i'2(») + ^ i ' 2 (e ) , 

ďXX = 5 - ^ 1 2 ( 0 ffÍ' C > 

, _ 1 i , 

a*ll = ТтЬ"^3'3- <9) 
£ошре 

Coefficients о"°к(/3), crj'̂ (^) aie defined in the Appendix. 
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Wc note that also terms containing 0/dr in (6) and (7) arc zero without dissi
pation, so that pondcromotive forces given by equations (6 -7) arc zero in this case. 
This is clue to the averaging over the magnetic surface (over the polar angle 0) and 
due to the assumption that all time averaged quantities are constant along the z -
axis. We further note that when 

fl|| oi -FC | , (10) 

which may easily be the case (cf. equation (5. 8) in (Klíma and Petržilka, 19S0)), wc 
may express Vr in terms of .Fe|| from equation (1) simply by substitution according 
to equation (10). Again, symbols of averaging over the polar angle 0 are omitted 
in (10). In case the momentum imparted to the plasma by RF field is balanced by 
ions, e. g. , by collisions of neutrals with ions, the computation of Vr by means of 
Fei\ may be more straightforward. 

3 Computational ttesults 

As an example, let us consider helicon wave induced plasma transport in a ho
mogeneous deuterium plasma cylinder of radius lcm. The plasma density is 6 x 
1012с??г_3, the wave frequency is 2.7 x 107Hz, the collision frequency is 6.9 x 10"Яг, 
the axial magiietostatic field is lkG and is oriented along the positive direction of 
the coordinate z; the poloidal magnetostatic field is zero. 

For the azimuthal wavenumber rn = 1, an example of the electric field of a helicon 
may be found in Fig. 1. The corresponding plasma transport velocity computed from 
equations (1) and (7) is in Fig. 3. By Vri and VT<2, transport velocities corresponding 
to the first and second term in (7); respectively, are denoted: Vr = VT\ + Vr2. When 
we account for Landau damping by an effective collison frequency equal to the value 
of the collision frequency used in Fig. 3, we obtain a gieater transport velocity given 
in Fig. 4. According to experiments, Landau damping may be even stronger than 
that given by the effective collision frequency 6.9 X Ю7Hz (Chen, 1991 and 1992); in ' 
this case, the wave induced transport velocity would be also greater. We note that 
the wave induced radial transport velocity is negative; it means that the plasma 
confinement should be ammended. On the contrary, for ;?г = —1 the confinement 
should be worse. This is in agreement with what has been found in experiments in 
Nagoya (Sato et al., 1983; Okamura et al., 1986) 

For the azimuthal wavenumber m = 0, an example of much weaker helicon 
electric field is presented in Fig. 2. The corresponding wave induced plasma 
transpoit velocity is in Fig. 5. For hundred times higher fields, e.g., the correspon
ding transport velocity would'be ten thousands times higher accorrding to equations 
(1) and (7). 

4 Conclusion 
It has been found that for helicon waves with clectiic fields of the order of lkV/m, 
the wave induced transport velocity may be of the ordci of tens of meters pei second, 
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which is comparable to the estimated diffusion velocity by Boswell et ah, (1982). 
However, this wave induced transport may change its sign in dependence on 

whether 77i = 1 or /7? = —1 helicon is excited. For 77i = 0 helicons, the wave 
induced transport is smaller, as the term corresponding to the azimuthal wave 
momentum dissipation is missing in the equation for the azimuthal ponderomotive 
force, equation (7). Further, for a given value of the radial electric field the azimuthal 
electric field is smaller for Т7г = 0 helicon than for m = 1 and ??г = — 1 helicons. 

For the case of zero poloidal magnctostatic field B0g considered in this contri
bution, the wave induced transport velocity does not depend on the sign of k~. 
The terms which change sign in the expression for the azimuthal component of the 
pondcromotivc force (7) when kz changes sign arc these which arc proportional to сГц 
and ахц; these terms are multiplied by B0e. The contribution of the axial component 
of the ponderomotive force (6) is also multiplied by B0e, so it does not contribute 
to the wave induced radial plasma transport in this case. 

We note that the possibility of choosing the sign of the azimuthal wavenumber 
77г is important when we want to influence the plasma confinement by helicon waves 
induced plasma transport. In case both waves with m = 1 and 77г = —1 propagate, 
the Shoji (helical) type antenna is to be preferred from this point of view with 
respect to Boswell and Nagoya III types, as it allows to choose the sign of 77г. 

We conclude that helicon wave induced radial transport may play an important 
role in the whole plasma transport. 

5 Appendix 
The oscillating currents j 0 are proportional to the oscillating electric field E of the 
wave, 

Ja,i = 0tkEk, < , = < г £ + < ^ , (11) 

where the antihermitian coefficients for electrons aic 

»» = - i o ^ b i = 2* (l2) 

a33 — ~ • ,9 ) 
гш 

w 2 - w2
cc 

and the antihermitian coefficients for ions are 
2 2 

е^шш ими • 
° l l — ~ T"~2 T\ ~ °22> "33 — Г-Y~, 

г{шг — u£) гаг 
^ = - ^ Т § - = - ^ 1 - (I*) 
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The hermilian coefficients for electrons equal 

<=<(*)+ <(*) = 

(w2-a,2
e)2 > 2 - u , 2 ) ( ^ - W

2
e ) * « ' 

0-12 =^Í2(e) + cri'2
e(z) = 

2c0m2
ea^ce боУЦ^(цм ~ Uei) _ _ „e 

« V - to*,)* + i(w« - u&)("2 - «2.) " * " ' 

= £>±^>45 (w) 

where small terms proportional to the electron/ion mass ratio have been neglected. 
Finally, the hermitian coefficients for ions are 

777eC0W
2,-(u>2 + ЫЦ) CpIfuliJU2 - 0JceU>cj) _ „, 

m,(W» - ulY + (a,2 - u%){u> - 42e) " °"22' 
^ 2 = ^Й(0 + °-1а(в) = 

2me60t/a>2,awc,- 77iec0t/^,o;(aJee - utí) _ 

žm,-(w2 - w2-)2 mi,(w2 - w2)(w2 - w2,) 

°33 = ,-n • (16) w2 

6 Figure Captions 

Fig. 1: The electric field intensity of a m = 1 soliton. 
Fig. 2: The electric field intensity of a m — 0 soliton. 
Fig. 3: Wave induced plasma transport velocity foi the case of Fig. 1, no Landau 
damping. 
Fig. 4: Wave induced plasma transport velocity for the case of Fig. 1, with Landau 
damping. 
Fig. 5: Wave induced plasma transport velocity for the case of Fig. 2, no Landau 
damping. 
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